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Crating Reservation Software Instructions 
 

A group that wishes to have their crating spaces together should pick one exhibitor to be 
their group crating coordinator. That coordinator signs in, selects multiple spaces for the 
group, and assigns each dog to their space. The coordinator will need to know the 
HANDLER’s Name, Dog’s CALL NAME, and PIN # for each dog in the group. 
 
Send email to steve.herwig@akc.org if you have questions. 
 
Step 1: Type in your dog’s AKC Registration # and PIN #.  
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Step 2: Read the Instructions on the first screen.  

 
 
Step 3: Map of the FastCAT event area, including crating space locations. 

 
 
Step 4: Select a crating section by clicking on FastCAT Crating. 
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Step 5: From among the green spaces available (see color legend at top), click on the crating 
space(s) you wish to select, which will then turn blue. 

 

Step 6: Once you have selected all crating spaces for your dog(s)/group, click on  
Display Spaces Selected 

 
 
Step 7: A line will appear for each crating space you selected. Click the Remove button if you 
have selected a space in error.  

• Click in the Start typing handler last name field and start typing in your Handler’s Last 
Name. A “drop-down” list will appear; select the handler/dog you wish to assign to 
this specific crating space location. 

• Click in the Enter PIN field and type in the 4-digit PIN # provided to the handler via 
their emailed confirmation PDF. 

• Click the Verify button.  

• If the PIN # is correct, the button will turn to Assigned 



 
 
REPEAT for each crating space selected until all handler/dogs are assigned. 
VERY IMPORTANT: Type in a PIN #, then click Verify ONE at a time. Do Not type in all the 
PIN#s then click Verify – only the first dog will be verified; all your other PIN#s will disappear 
and have to be re-entered … one at a time. 
 
Step 8: After all spaces have been assigned, click on Display Assigned Spaces to see a listing 
of all your selected spaces and dogs assigned.  
 

 
 
In addition, you may type in your email address (just one email!) and click SEND. A list of 
who you have assigned to each space will be sent to the email you provide.  
ONLY CLICK THE SEND BUTTON ONCE – THEN BE PATIENT, it can take up to 90 seconds for 
the system to complete the process. 
 

 
 
The below message in red will be displayed once your email has been sent. 

 
 
If you need to make any changes after dogs have been assigned, send email to 
steve.herwig@akc.org for assistance. 
 
If any exhibitor or group wishes to have their space(s) randomly assigned by AKC, send email to 
steve.herwig@akc.org. Spaces for a group will be side by side and/or across an isle from each other. 
No other special requests will be accommodated if AKC manually assigns the space(s). 
 
Exhibitors must assign their dog(s) to a crating space by Sunday, December 11, 2022. 
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